FRIDAY, 7 JUNE 2019

XVI INTERNATIONAL LASLAB WORKSHOP
Teaching content subjects in English in tertiary education
**Characteristics of the workshop**

EMI (English-medium instruction) teachers find teaching their subjects (History, Economy, Maths, etc.) in English challenging. One such challenge is the EMI teacher’s role regarding language issues. This is a crucial matter as the vast majority of EMI lecturers in Europe are non-native speakers of English, specialists in their field as opposed to being language experts. In this workshop EMI experts from different European contexts will present theoretical frameworks, practical implications and recommendations to be implemented in the classroom. The workshop will be held entirely in English and is aimed at teachers who are currently teaching or intend to teach content subjects in English.

**Organizing Committee:** University of Cantabria & LASLAB (Language and Speech Lab: www.laslab.org)
09.50-10.30 Francisco Gallardo del Puerto (University of Cantabria) & Esther Gómez Lacabex (University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU)

*The role of pronunciation in EMI: When intelligibility comes to the fore*

10.30-11.10 Joanne Pagèze (University of Bordeaux)

*Teacher development for EMI: Developing an interdisciplinary community of practice*

11.10-11.50 Coffee break

11.50-12.30 Heath Rose (University of Oxford)

*Students’ language-related challenges of studying through English: What EMI teachers can do*

12.30-13.10 Francesca Costa (University of Sacro Cuore, Milan) & Cristina Mariotti (University of Pavia)

*EMI challenges and strategies in the Italian context*

13.10-13.50 Víctor Pavón (University of Cordoba)

*Shaping the Future: Teaching and Learning through English in Higher Education*

13.50-14.00 Concluding remarks: Francisco Gallardo del Puerto, Academic Director for Language Policy (University of Cantabria)
VENUE
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